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ASSTRACT. The study is a trial to find a new approach to the problem of seismic 
site optlmlillllocation. The essence of the method lS based on the theory of implicit 
function and mathematical statistics. In the study the results obtained, to some 
degree, independently of the knowledge of the statistical distribution density function 
are used. Also some new aspects resulted from the presented approach have been 
enclosed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The widely used solution of the seismic network optimization problem based on 
the theory of experimental optimum planning was, for the first time, presented by 
A.Kijko in 1977. This approach based on the theory of probability and mathemati
cal statistics applies the gaussian error distribution to the seismic wave first arrival 
times. The above assumption is, practically, the principle of the method that allows 
estimating the covariance matrix of the source xo, Yo, Zo coordinate axes ancl the 
tremor origin time to. 

The purpose of the study is to derive theoretical evaluation of the variance of 
time to ancl the source coordinates without making any assumptions regarding 
the clistribution type. The general concepts of the theory. of probability such as 
the expeded value and variance are only dealt with here. The method describecl 
hereafter has been called by the author the explication method due to its connection 
with the theory of implicit functions. The application of arbitrary distribution types 
to the seismic wave onset time errors is an essential featurecl of this methocl, clifferent 
from Kijko's approach which, as mentionecl above, is basecl on the gaussian error 
clistribution. Because of that, the explication methocl is a more generalized one. 

Despite overall clifferences between the proposecl ancl Kijko's approaches there is 
an interesting fact that at some points the two solutions are concurrent, which will 
be discussed hereafter. As the character of the study is analytical one all the we11-
known results from mathematical analysis and statistics, needed to understand the 
proposed solution, will be presented in the following sections. 
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2. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
2.1. Generalized Variance Formula 

Suppose, there is an arbitrary function 
I 

II =f(JCl,Je2, .. ,Jen) 

with n random variables Xl, ... ,Xn. 
Also suppose, the following parameters arel known: 

- expected values of random variables Xl, ... ,Xn 

- variances of random variables Xl, ... ,Jen 

n'x" n'x" . . [. , n'xn 

- covariances of random variables Xl, ... ,Xj 

coV(Xl,X2), coV(X1,X3), I .. . , cov(Xn-1,Xn) 

Let us denote point P as 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

We would li ke to determine the variance valuel of ranclom variable U as a function of 
variables Xl, ... , Xn. Such a task is, in general, impossible to perform. However, 
in the case, when the (Xl,"" Xn) variabl� distribution probability masses are 
concentrated in a close neighbourhood of point P, the common center, it may be 
found through the linearization that the variance of variable U is given by the 
following equation: 

2 ( 8j ) 2 2 ( 18 j ) 2 2 D U � - D Xl + -- D X2 + ... + aX1 p aX2 p 

+ 2 (a7c1) p (a7c2) p 
cov(X1, X2) + ... 

I 2.2 Implicit Funciions and Derivativ
r
es 

Let us take the system of m equations with n + m variables 

GI (Xl, X2,···, Xn, Yl, Y2,···, Ym ) == O 
G2 (Xl, X2,···, Xn, YI, Y2,···, Ym ) == O 

I· 

(6) 

(7) 
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This system, under certain assumptions, may be considered to be a system of 
m equations oť variables YI, . . . , Ym clenned as implicit ťunctions oť n variables 
Xl, ... , Xn. Our purpose is to calculate the following partial derivatives: 

. . .  } • • •  J • • •  J (8) 

On differentiating the above identities with respect to arbitrary variables (for in
stance Xl) we obtain: 

(9) 

This is the system oE linear equations of derivatives oE Y with respect to X which 
may be written in the matrix form: 

BCl BCl BYl r BCI 
BYl BYm BXl laa;: 

....... ..... . .. ... (10) 
BCm DCm DYm 
DYI DYm DXl DXl 

On inverting the above system of linear equations we obtain the solution of the task 
problem. 

3. LOCATION AND OPTIMIZATION 
The location problem solution by means oť iterative reconstruction methods 

using seismic wave first arrival times (P or S waves) involves finding a point of 
minimum of the the functional: 

n 

F (xo, Yo, Za, to) = -z= (ti - qi)2 
i=l 

(11) 

It should be noted that our purpose is to nnd a minimum point of the sum 
oť squares Ol' to nnd the minimum using the so called L2 normo Denotations oť 
equation (ll) have the following meaning: 

xo, Yo, Zo - source coordinates, 
to - tremol' origin time, 

ti - seismic wave first arrival tirne, 
di 1 

. 1 . . l ' b qi = to + - - t leorebca selsmlc wave travel tlrne etween 
Vi 

ceiver site No. i, 
di - distance from source to receiver site No. i, 

the source and re-
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. .  l '  1 h h . 1 . . d " t N . Vi - selsmlC wave ve oClty a ong t e pat J <Dmmg source an recelver Sl e o
. 

2-
At point oť extremum the ťollowing systeJ oť equations should be satisfi.ed: 

iJF � Bq, , I � = -26 (ti - qi) n- = 0= G1{t1, t2, . . . , in, Vi, io, xo, Yo, zo) uxo i=l UXo 

oF � Oqi 8 = -2 � (ti - qi) 8 = 0= G21tl, t2, ... , in, Vi, to, XO, Yo, zo) Yo i=l . Yo 

oF � 3qi -:;:;-- = -2 � (ti - qi) -:;:;-- = O = G3(t1, t2 , ... , tn, Vi, to, XO, Yo, ZO) UZO i=l uZO 
oP n 

(12) 

oto 
= -2 L (ti - qi) = O = G4(t1, t2 , ... , tn, Vi, to, XO, Yo, Za) . 

The abave Syst�: of equations may be JnSidered to be that determining the 
source coordinate Xo, Yo, Za and time to ab implicit functions of the variables 
tl, .. . , tn and Vi. Such an approach allows uf to use the generalized variance for
mula (6) applied to the variables Xo, Yo, za and time to on condition that the 
following derivative values are known: 

OXo OVo ozo oto oXo OVo ozo oto 
Oti ' Oti ' Oii ' Oti ' oVil , OVi ' OVi ' OVi . 

The latter quantities could be derived from t!he relationship (10). 
rr lI d ' . oxo OVo oZo !Yto h + 

ll
' . h Id b o ca cu ate en vab ves -- -- -t- t e 10 owmg equatlOns s ou e Oti ' Oti' oii' (}Jti 

solved : 

and 
82 F = -2 8qm 

8xozotm OXOl 
for m = 1, . .. , n (13b) 

OGI _ 02F __ '> [_ t 8qj 3qj + t(t. _ q.) 02qj lJ (13c) atm - OXO/OVi - � . OXOI ov} . J J OXO/OVi )=1 I )=1 

After indexing the denotations have the fCDllowing meaning: 
XOI = Xo - x coordinate oť the SOUl'ce, 
X02 - Yo - V coordinate of the source, 
X03 = Zo - z coordinate of the source, 
X04 = to tremol' origin time, 
and 
tm = ti for m :'::::: 1, . .. , n - seismic wave onset time, 
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tm = Vi for m = n + I, . . . ,2n - seismic wave p1'Opagation velocity along the path 
joining source and receiver locations. 

And so we have obtained final solutions using values of the variance for the 
variables Xo, Yo, Za and to, which are the functions of site coordinates. 

4. THE EXPLICATION METHOD ANALYSIS 
During the investigation of the behaviour of the explication method the author 

has noteci some regularities. 
Firstly, the explication method will become identical with Kijko 's method if and 

ouly if, we assume chat the seismic wave first arrival time errors do not correlate 

and the variance values are equal. This can be analytically confirmed: 

(14) 
(15) 

The computation results obtainecl by using such assumptions are shown, as an 
example, in Fig. 1. 

FIG. 1. Location errors map for the XY coordinates made on condi

tion that the seismie wave :first arrival time determination 

e1'1'Ors are committed at aU sites. The standard deviation 
of timing error statistical distribution is everywhere equal 

to 15 msee. Covariances are equal to zero. Site locations 
are clepictecl by white points. This case corresponds to the 

solution derived by Kijko. 
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Si.. )-

FIG. 2. Location errors map for the XY coordinates made on con
dition that the errors are committed in the velo city model. 
The standard deviation of velocity error statistical distri
bution is equal to 300 m/sec. Site locations are depícted 
by white points . 

Secondly, the Kijko's method would be a complete failure if we hypothetically as
sumed that the seismic wave first arrival time determination errors were committed 

at one station (for instance, be it the first one) only, which would be tantamount 
to an assumption that the variances were equal to zero at aH but that oue statiou, 
ancl the covariances will equal to zero everywhere. The unreliability oť the Kijko's 

method results from the necessíty to calculate the inverse of the seismic wave onset 
tíme covariance matrix, which is non-existent in this case. however, the explica
tion method is capable to perfectly manage the afore-mentioned problem y ielding 
a solution that is part of the solution oť the problem described by the sum (6). 
The numerical solution of such a problem is illustrated, as an exanlple, in Figs. 3 
and 4. The maps ťrom Fig. 3 may be callecl the maps of the eHor amplification 
factor for a given station, because they show the spatial distribution of the location 

errors originatecl from that station. The total location error is the sum of the errors 
from individual stations (the variance of enors). This information could be very 
helpful in the location process. It allows selecting sites, which, clespite the minor 
seismic wave first arrival time determination errors, can strongly amplify the loca
tion errors, aucl vice versa, the stable sites could be founcl, which clespite, the maj or 
seismic wave first arrival time determiuation errors, can ouly slightly infiueuce the 
location enors. And so the analysis oť the location problem stability may entirely 
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FIG. 3. Location errors map for the XY coordinates made on con
dition that the seismic wave first arrival time determina
tiou errors are only cornmitted at a site of coordiuates 
X = 1000, Y = 1000. The standard deviation of timing 
error is equal to 15 msec. Site locations are depicted by 
white points. 

be defined in a different manner. 

177 

And thirdly, the explication method allows us to consider the velo city errors as 
an indepeudent factor influencing the location errors during the computation of the 
functional minimum point (11). It should be noted that Kijko is trying to solve the 
problern by imposing a kincl of arti:ficial assumption stating that the velocity errors 
influence the time determination accuracy, whereas, factually, in the functional 
(11) we deal with an erroneous velo city model that itself causes additional location 
process perturbations. And so, in such a way the explication methocl is taking into 
consideration the velo city errors. An example of the velo city model error solution 
is showu in Fig. 2. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The cliscussecl explication method is now the mostly usecl and generalizecl methocl 

allowing us to widely analyze tremor source location errors and to establish the 

seismic network optimum site location by solving the problem entirely in a different 
manner. At the same time, completely new concepts have ernerged such as error 
maps for individual sites and the analysis of velo city errors as an inc1epenc1ent 
factoT perturbing the location directly in a minimized functional. Moreover the 
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FIG.4. Location errors map for the XY coordinates made on con
dition that the seismic wave first arrival time determina
ti on errors are only commítted at a site of coordinates 
X = O, Y = -3000. The standard deviation of timing 
error is equal to 15 msec. Site locations are depicted by 
white points. 

whole method is based on the assumption thé'.t the error distribution at the seismic 
wave first arrival times is arbitrary. The author has noted some important features 
of the explication method and yet this does not rule out any possibility of the 
existence of the other featured missed by the author. 1'he new studies in this field 
may allow us to better understand the practical application of the method. 
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